We show that the dynamics of a birational map on an elliptic curve over a field is, typically, conjugate to addition by a point (under the associated group law). When the field is taken to be the function field of rational complex functions of one variable, this amounts to an algebraic geometric version of the ArnoldLiouville integrability theorem for planar integrable maps. By-products of this approach are that birational maps preserving foliations are necessarily the composition of two involutions, and that relationships between birational maps preserving the same foliation can be described in terms of the respective points they add on the corresponding Weierstrass curves. When the result is applied to finite fields, it helps explain some universal features of the periodic orbit distribution function for the reductions of integrable maps.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a growing interest in the study of time-discrete integrable systems (integrable maps); see [31] and the excellent review [4] and references therein. In particular, planar integrable maps have received much attention. Traditionally, a planar integrable map L has been taken to be a rational map of the (real or complex) plane that is measure-preserving 5 3 www.maths.unsw.edu.au/˜jagr. 4 www.maths.qmul.ac.uk/˜fv. 5 Recall [22, 
where primes denote application of the map L. The invariance of I (x, y) implies that the dynamics of L is confined to the level sets of I, i.e., the one-parameter family of curves n(x, y) − td(x, y) = 0.
In (2), the height t of I parametrizes the family. A choice of initial condition (x 0 , y 0 ) in the plane fixes t = t * = I (x 0 , y 0 ) and thereafter the dynamical interest is to understand the motion induced by L on the invariant curve n(x, y) − t * d(x, y) = 0. As an example, we mention the asymmetric case of the widely-studied QRT family of integrable planar maps [19, 20] . In this case, L takes the form
where f i and g i are particular quartic polynomials. Letting
and letting A 0 and A 1 be constant 3 × 3 matrices, then the polynomials f i can be neatly expressed as components of cross products:
while the integral is the ratio of two biquadratics
The level sets of I correspond to particular one-parameter families of biquadratic curves:
B(x, y, t) = α(t)x 2 y 2 + β(t)x 2 y + δ(t)xy 2 + γ (t)x 2 + κ(t)y 2 + (t)xy + ξ(t)x + λ(t)y + µ(t) = 0,
in which the coefficients are affine functions of t. The purpose of this paper is to elucidate the dynamics of a birational map (a rational map with rational inverse) that acts on an algebraic curve C, one defined by a polynomial function of the variables. An obvious motivation is the aforementioned induced dynamics of a rational integrable map on the level sets of its rational integral. However, the results here have wider applicability. In the first instance, this is because the results apply to the case where a family of algebraic curves is preserved by a non-rational map of the plane that acts birationally on each curve (see [5, 6] for examples of the latter involving quite general parametrized families of biquadratics (7)). In the second instance, this is because our methods use results from algebraic geometry that are applicable over a quite general field K, including all fields of characteristic zero and all finite fields (excluding characteristics 2 and 3).
It will be shown below that the generic problem is to understand the dynamics when C is an elliptic curve E defined over a field K, denoted E/K. In this case, theorem 3 shows that, typically, the dynamics of a birational map is conjugate to a translation
on the Abelian group formed by the points of E (P is an arbitrary point on E, is a particular point with coordinates in K on E and '+' is the associated group law on the Weierstrass cubic corresponding to E). A variant of this result characterizes birational maps that preserve a planar foliation of algebraic curves (theorem 4). Examples or special cases of our result for K = C (more properly, for the rational function field over C) have appeared recently in the literature. In [29] , it is shown constructively that the dynamics of the symmetric or asymmetric QRT maps on their families of preserved biquadratics (7) is equivalent to (8) on the corresponding Weierstrass cubics. Earlier, in [3] , which studies the geometry of repeated folding of quadrilaterals, this was shown explicitly for the square of a simple case of a symmetric QRT, namely
Also, [32] showed explicitly that examples of the rational maps of [9] , which possess an integral that is a ratio of biquartics in x and y, could be reduced to additions on associated Weierstrass curves. Other planar integrable rational maps conjugate to translations have been described in [1] . Finally, our results also relate to the algebraic geometric approaches to the Painlevé equations contained in [25] and [8] (in particular, the latter shows that the elliptic Painlevé equation of the former is equivalent to translation on a moving elliptic curve).
The one-to-one correspondence between the action of (infinite order) birational maps preserving algebraic curves with the corresponding points that they add via (8) affords an opportunity to compare maps acting on birationally equivalent curves by comparing the points that they add. This is done for both power-relations between maps (proposition 2) and conjugacy of maps (proposition 3). The correspondence to (8) also allows us to prove that birational maps preserving algebraic curves are the composition of two birational involutions (see proposition 1). This reversibility property is well known for the QRT maps; e.g., (3) is the composition H • G with
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we will give a few preliminaries from algebraic geometry that help make our discussion more self-contained. In section 3, we present our main theorem, its proof and some corollaries. In section 4, we discuss the application of the theorem when the field K is a function field. This allows all elliptic curves in a one-parameter family to be treated simultaneously (as in [29] ) so that the added point in (8) becomes a function of the curve in the family. In section 5, we discuss the application of the theorem when K is a finite field. We show how this can be used to explain some recent results ( [21, 23] ) concerning universal aspects of the distribution functions of periodic orbits of integrable maps over finite fields.
Preliminaries from algebraic geometry
Most of the theory we need can be obtained from [27] . We will assume throughout the paper that K is a field with a characteristic different from 2 or 3. 7 An algebraic curve over K, denoted by C (or by C/K when the field needs to be made explicit), is the set of solutions of an equation F (x, y) = 0, where F is a polynomial with 6 The map T α actually has a rich history, as described in [3] , having been previously studied by Lyness [14] , and later by Zeeman (see also [10, 11] , where various generalizations are also given). The fact that it had an integral was known already to Lyness. In this way, T α appears to be one of the first systematically studied integrable maps, although the McMillan map [16] seems more well known in the integrable maps community. 7 Although [27] assumes for the most part that K is a perfect field, our main tool-the conversion to Weierstrass form over the field K-is valid without this restriction (we are grateful to J Silverman and M Szydlo for clarification on this point).
coefficients in K. 8 One way to classify algebraic curves is via the genus, a non-negative integer dependent on the degree of F and on the number and nature of any singular points on C. An elliptic curve E/K is an algebraic curve of genus 1 with a distinguished point O with co-ordinates in K. The set of all points of E with co-ordinates in K, denoted E(K), is called the set of K-rational points of E (so O ∈ E(K)).
If E/K is an elliptic curve, there exists another curve W/K of the form (11) for a given E is not unique, e.g., the transformation
where u ∈ K * returns a primed version of (11) with
Conversely, any two Weierstrass forms W 1 /K and W 2 /K in the form (11) for the curve E/K are related by a transformation (12) with u ∈ K * [27, proposition 3.1]. A rational map defined over an algebraic curve C/K which maps the curve to itself is called a morphism of the curve. An isomorphism is a morphism with a rational inverse, and the set of birational maps of a curve to itself form a group. The following result is known as Hurwitz theorem [15] : Theorem 1. The group of birational maps of a smooth algebraic curve of genus g 2 to itself is finite, of order at most 84(g − 1).
As a consequence, there can be no infinite order birational maps preserving such a curve. For this possibility, one is then necessarily confined to elliptic curves (genus 1) or conics (genus 0); in relation to integrable maps, [31] appears to have been the first to apply Hurwitz theorem in this way.
An endomorphism of an elliptic curve E is a morphism ι : E → E such that ι(O) = O. It turns out that the invariance of O is sufficient to ensure that an endomorphism actually respects the group law on E [27, theorem 4.8]:
Endomorphisms of elliptic curves are called isogenies. Any morphism of E can then be characterized as follows [27, p 75 ]:
Lemma 1. Any morphism F defined over K that maps an elliptic curve E/K to itself can be written as the composition of an isogeny and a translation under the group law.
Proof. Define Q = F (O) and let T Q be the translation that adds Q to its argument, i.e., T Q : P → P +Q, and similarly, T −Q : P → P −Q which is the inverse of T Q . It can be shown that T Q and T −Q are morphisms on E [27, theorem 3.6], whence they are isomorphisms. Then
Note in lemma 1 that Q ∈ E(K), ensuring that ι is defined over K.
The endomorphisms of E form a ring (under composition and addition). The invertible endomorphisms, or automorphisms, form a group Aut(E) (hence the automorphisms are the birational maps of E to itself that preserve the identity element O). The structure of the endomorphism ring, while well known, can be quite complicated [27, section III.9] . However the group of automorphisms of E is always a small cyclic group [27, section III.10].
Theorem 2. The group Aut (E) of automorphisms of an elliptic curve is isomorphic to either
Which possibility occurs for Aut(E) can be decided using j (E), the j -invariant for the curve. For the Weierstrass form (11),
If E, and hence its corresponding W , are defined over
More generally, any two elliptic curves which are birationally equivalent over K share the same j -invariant. Conversely, two elliptic curves with the same j -invariant are birationally equivalent overK, the algebraic closure of K (and not necessarily over K).
Main theorem and corollaries
We can use the above results to now characterize the dynamics of a birational map on an elliptic curve. Because, computationally, it is useful to work with the Weierstrass version of E, we frame the proof in this setting. However, the statement of the theorem is actually correct with W replaced by E and the corresponding group law '+' on E. Recall that the notation E/K denotes an elliptic curve which has at least one point O with coordinates in K, the field of coefficients.
Theorem 3. Let L be a birational map over K that leaves fixed an elliptic curve E/K with a corresponding Weierstrass curve W/K. Then L is conjugate to a birational map L which fixes W/K and can be expressed in terms of the group law + on W as one of the following:
(i) L : P → P + (ii) L : P → ι(P ) + where = L([0, 1, 0]) ∈ W
(K) and ι is an automorphism of W/K of order 2, or possibly orders: 4 (if j (E) = 1728), 3 or 6 (if j (E) = 0). In case (ii), L (and hence L) has finite order, the same order as ι.
Proof. Let φ : E → W be the birational map defined over K that takes E to its Weierstrass
The proof of lemma 1 tells us that ι = T − • L is an isogeny over K on W . The inverse of ι exists, and is given by ι −1 = L −1 • T , which is clearly a morphism of W . In fact, ι −1 is also an isogeny since
Commuting diagram, and group isomorphism, implied by theorem 3.
The possible automorphisms ι over K follow from theorem 2 and [27, theorem 10.1]. If ι = id, we obtain case (i) listed above, that of a translation. Otherwise, on W of (11), automorphisms necessarily take the form (12) with u ∈ K satisfying (13) with A = A and B = B. Consequently, if AB = 0, so from (15) we see j (E) = {0, 1728}, then necessarily u = ±1, so the only new possibility apart from the translation is the involution P → −P + A. If B = 0 (j (E) = 1728), and u ∈ K can be a fourth root of unity, the possibility of L of order 4 is created. If A = 0 (j (E) = 0), and u ∈ K can be a 6th root of unity, the possibility of L of order 6 is created (its square then having order 3).
Let L denote the group (under map composition) of birational maps over K that preserve the elliptic curve E/K. On a given Weierstrass W/K corresponding to E, consider the set
Each element of L is a composition on W of an automorphism and a translation and, in fact, L is a group
where denotes semi-direct product and T , a normal subgroup of L which intersects Aut(W ) only in the identity, is the (Abelian) group of translations
Theorem 3 then shows that the conversion φ :
which is easily seen to be a group isomorphism between L and L (with inverse
. This isomorphism is summarized by figure 1. Since T of (18) is itself isomorphic to W (K), we obtain information about the group L of birational maps of E from (17) and (19) , namely
In the typical situation (with respect to the j -invariant) when Aut(W ) C 2 , a birational map that leaves invariant an elliptic curve corresponds, on W , to either (i) a translation P → P + (i.e., corresponds to an element of T of (18) and so commutes with all other birational maps that correspond to elements of T ); or (ii) an involution P → −P + (it is easily checked that P → −P + S, for any S ∈ W (K)
is always an involution).
Furthermore, the translation and the involutions of the aforementioned type are related:
Proposition 1. A birational map L on an elliptic curve E corresponding to the translation L : P → P + is reversible, i.e., can be written as the composition H • G of birational involutions, with G corresponding to G : P → −P + S and H to H : P → −P + + S, where S ∈ W is arbitrary.
So it is clear that once L is identified as being conjugate to a translation (a sufficient condition is that L is infinite order), it can be decomposed into rational involutions in many ways depending on the choice of S. In particular, taking S = O, we can use the decomposition of the translation into G : P → −P and H : P → −P + . For more on the properties and history of reversible maps, see [12] .
From (20) , birational maps that correspond to translations are in one-to-one correspondence with points of W (K). This elucidates various comparisons of birational maps preserving elliptic curves.
Proposition 2.
Let L 1 and L 2 be birational maps on an elliptic curve that correspond, respectively, to translations P → P + 1 and P → P + 2 on an associated Weierstrass.
where
Proof. This is an automatic consequence of the isomorphism , noting that L j i is conjugate
Proposition 2 shows that L 1 and L 2 are power-related if and only if their corresponding points on W are linearly-dependent over Z. As a particular case, taking L 2 as the identity, L 1 is of finite order m on the curve E/K if and only if
This means that 1 is a point of order m on W . Dynamically speaking, 1 being of finite order m on W is equivalent to saying that all points on the curve E have one and the same period m under L. A second comparison concerns conjugacy of birational maps. This will be treated in more detail elsewhere [7] . A special case of the results proved in [7] is the following: 
then L 2 corresponds to a translation P → P + 2 on W 1 with
and ι ∈ Aut (W 1 ).
Note in proposition 3 that, necessarily, E 2 = G(E 1 ) and E 2 and E 1 share the same j -invariant.
The Mordell-Weil theorem [26] tells us that the set of rational points E(Q), or W (Q) for the associated Weierstrass, is a finitely-generated Abelian group. This means that any point ω ∈ W (Q) can be written as a linear combination (25) , the ω i s have infinite order and are linearly independent, T is a so-called torsion point (it has finite order) and k i are integers uniquely determined by ω. The integer r 0 is called the rank of W/Q (or E/Q). Furthermore, the set of all torsion points in W (Q) is a finite subgroup with a known structure. Via the isomorphism , a birational map L over Q of an elliptic curve E/Q that corresponds to a translation can be written uniquely as the composition
where L i is an infinite order birational map corresponding to P → P + ω i , L T is a finite order birational map and elements of {L i , L T } pairwise commute. Conversely, we can, in principle use the isomorphism to construct birational maps over Q that preserve a given rational elliptic curve E/Q and correspond to translations. We do this by finding in (25) appropriate ω i s and torsion points on the corresponding Weierstrass and then use −1 .
Two applications
One of the noteworthy points to make about theorem 3, and the ensuing propositions, is that they apply for fairly general fields. We now give two applications of the result via two particular choices of K.
The function fields case
Let C(t) be the field of rational functions over C in the indeterminate t, called the function field of the complex line 9 . By applying theorem 3 to the case K = C(t), we obtain a result that directly applies to many traditional discrete planar integrable systems. The crucial step lies in thinking of a one-parameter family of elliptic curves such as (7) as a single elliptic curve over the field C(t), which is possible as long as the dependence on the parameter is given by rational functions.
To make things precise, let C(x, y, t) = 0 be a family of curves with complex coefficients, parametrized by the complex parameter t. The equation C(x, y, t) = 0 defines a foliation of the xy plane if there exists a function τ : C 2 → C, (x, y) → τ (x, y) which is defined apart from, possibly, finitely many points, and such that C(x, y, τ (x, y)) = 0. The finitely many exceptional points are the so-called base-points. A map L : (x, y, t) → (x , y , t) that preserves the foliation curve-wise will satisfy the condition C(x, y, τ (x, y)) = 0 ⇒ C(x , y , τ (x , y )) = 0, highlighting that τ (x, y) is an integral of motion under L.
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To allow an algebraic-geometric approach, we specialize to the case in which C(x, y, t) is algebraic (in which case we talk of an algebraic foliation), and L is birational and can have explicit algebraic dependence on t. In the latter case-in the language of [5, 6] -L is a curve-dependent birational map, meaning that the one-parameter family of maps over each curve of the foliation has now become a single (global) map defined over the function field C(t).
Combining theorems 1 and 3 with K = C(t) and proposition 1, we obtain
Theorem 4. Let L be an infinite order birational map defined over C(t) that preserves an algebraic foliation C(x, y, t) = 0 where C = E/C(t) is an elliptic curve. Then L is conjugate to a map L : P → P + (t) on the associated Weierstrass W/C(t), where (t) = (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) and ω i (t) ∈ C(t). Furthermore, L is reversible, i.e., can be written as the composition of two rational involutions over C(t), and the dynamics of L on each curve can be parametrized in terms of Weierstrass elliptic functions.
With reference to theorem 4, we remark: (i) The theorem as stated presumes there exists a point on C(x, y, t) = 0 with x and y in C(t). However, if C = E/K with K a subfield of C(t) (e.g. R(t) and Q(t)) or K an extension of C(t), and if L is also defined over K, the theorem stands with C(t) replaced by K. Plainly, K is to be chosen as economically as possible, ideally in the field of coefficients of the curve; in any case, a point on the curve will be found in a finite algebraic extension of such a field.
(ii) The inference in the statement of the theorem that the algebraic foliation C(x, y, t) = 0 is actually an elliptic curve represents an application of Hurwitz theorem-our theorem 3.
(iii) Theorem 4 can be viewed as an analogue of the Arnold-Liouville theorem in the sense that it tells us that a birational map preserving an algebraic foliation is conjugate to translation by a point that depends on the curve. For rational measure-preserving maps of the plane satisfying (1), a discrete Liouville theorem due to Veselov [31, p 8] gives that the dynamics on a compact non-singular level set of I is conjugate to the rotation θ → θ + (I ). Interestingly, theorem 4 has no measure-preservation requirement.
(iv) The decomposition of integrable planar maps, such as the QRT maps ( (3) and (10)), as the composition of two involutions has been much exploited to elucidate their properties (in fact, reversibility was presumed from the start in order to create the QRT maps [19, 20] ).
A further consequence of theorem 4 is that it suggests how to determine all the possible finite orders of maps L satisfying the assumption of the theorem (this now refers to the global finite order of L instead of its action on one particular curve). From (22) , the issue is to calculate the possible finite orders of the translative point = (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) ∈ W/C(t). This has been resolved in [2] and [18] who have provided a structure theorem for the Mordell-Weil group of elliptic curves E defined over C(t) with j (E) not belonging to C and having a long Weierstrass equation y 2 + a 1 xy + a 3 y = x 3 + a 2 x 2 + a 4 x + a 6 with coefficients a i being polynomials in t of degree at most i. Elliptic curves defined over C(t) that satisfy the aforementioned condition on coefficients are called rational elliptic surfaces.
Proposition 4. Let L be a birational map preserving a rational elliptic surface whose j -invariant is not in C. Then, if L has finite order, its order does not exceed 6.
Proof. The proof is a direct application of [18, corollary 2.1] to the translative point = (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) as given in theorem 4.
In [29] , it is has been shown, constructively, that the QRT maps preserving (7) with coefficients depending affinely on t are equivalent to translations on a rational elliptic surface. The finite order possibilities described in proposition 4 are found and examples of each are given. Example 1. Our first example illustrates theorem 4. Consider the one-parameter family of curves
which constitutes a single algebraic curve defined over Q(t) (a subfield of C(t)), since it contains the smooth point 0, (t
Theorem 4 applies for any infinite order birational maps that preserve B. One such map is
Note that L is defined over Q(t); it is the curve-dependent McMillan map preserving the algebraic foliation B(x, y, t) = 0 [5, 6] . Since the function τ (x, y) obtained from solving (27) for t 2 is rational in x and y, replacing t 2 in (29) by τ produces an alternative form of (29) which is still birational
This is a symmetric QRT map. (It is shown in [5, 6] that all symmetric and asymmetric QRT maps admit a curve-dependent McMillan description.) Using theorem 4 we can find the additive point (t) = (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) utilizing a transformation φ taking B to W (an explicit form for φ can be found using an algorithm given in [30] and implemented in the MAPLE computing package). We find that
As expected, the coordinates of are in Q(t).
In table 1, we list various birational maps that preserve the foliation B = 0 and their corresponding actions on W , including L and L 2 . The other entries relate to finite order maps. In particular, we show the standard involutions H and G such that
If we take z = t 2 , we observe that W (u, v, z) of (28) is a rational elliptic surface with j -invariant equal to 16(z 2 + 12)/(z 2 − 4) 2 . Furthermore, all the points involved in the maps of table 1, including (31) , are in Q(z). Since in our table we have one point of infinite order (corresponding to the map given by (29)-(30)) and also three points of order two (corresponding to the simple involutions I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , which form a group isomorphic to (Z/2Z) 2 ) we are immediately left with only one possible structure for the group of C(z) points on W , namely
with 1 r 2 [18] . In particular, this structure restriction tells us that the three simple involutions I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are the only finite order rational maps corresponding to points in C(z) that commute with the QRT map. Of course, there are other possibilities for finite order maps preserving the foliation B = 0 that do not commute with the QRT map. However these must all be involutions. By theorem 3, they all act on W of (28) as P → ι(P ) + ω and since W has j -invariant not equal to 0 or 1728, the only possibility for ι is ±1. When ι = −1, the resulting transformation is necessarily of order two, but does not commute with infinite order maps of translative type. 11 Note that an alternative starting point is to note that (27) is an elliptic curve over Q(
contains the point (
). 12 Our Weierstrass here, and in example 2 below, is in the form outputted by MAPLE and is related to (11) by u = −x, v = y. Table 1 . Examples of birational maps preserving (27) and their corresponding description on (28) .
Example 2. Our second example uses propositions 2 and 3 and the concept of rank of an elliptic curve to find two independent birational maps preserving the same foliation.
The one-parameter family of curves With relation to proposition 3, L 2 and L 1 are not birationally conjugate since (t) = ±τ 2 (t) (here j (W ) = 0, 1728, so that Aut(W ) = {P → ±P }. We also claim that L 2 is not power-related to the QRT map L 1 as described in proposition 2. If this were true, it would mean there exist integers m, n satisfying
an identity in t. Using the elliptic curve computational package Apecs (Arithmetic of Plane Elliptic Curves) 13 , we can specialize W (u, v, t), (t) and τ 2 (t) to various t ∈ Q. Table 2 indicates some of the results showing that (35) cannot be satisfied, so τ 2 (t) is linearly independent of (t).
14 In line with the Mordell-Weil theorem over C(t) [18] and (25) , this indicates that the rank of W (C(t)) is at least 2. Furthermore, the torsion group in W (C(t)) is also found to be trivial here, so the structure of W (C(t)) appears to be Z r with 2 r 8.
The finite fields case
For the second application of theorem 3 we turn now to finite fields K = F q where q, the cardinality of the field, is a prime power (see [13] for background). Considering maps over such fields underpins the arithmetic test for integrability recently developed in [21, 23] . In this context the map over the finite field is obtained by reducing to F q a planar map L defined over, say, Q 2 . Details of the reduction process can be found in [24] . If L preserves a planar algebraic foliation, one has to allow for the existence of singular curves-the separatrices. We remark that the process of reduction to F q may introduce spurious singular curves into the foliation, which do not have a counterpart in the original system. (The number of such singular curves admits a q-independent bound.) Note that the process of 13 http://www.math.mcgill.ca/connell/. 14 We remark that the corresponding L 2 = G • N that could be created in example 1 from G and N of table 1 is power-related to the QRT map L of (29), satisfying L 2 2 = L −2 . This follows since the point of C(t 2 ) corresponding to H in table 1 has order two. reduction may alter completely the dynamics: for instance, the foliation C(x, y, t) = 0 may degenerate, as a result of the integral becoming a constant. To avoid such pathologies, we speak of good reduction meaning the degree of each component of the map, and of the integral, do not change under reduction.
The existence of invariant curves over a finite field requires the analysis of the number of points they contain. The number of points on a curve C over a finite field F q is rigidly restricted by the Hasse-Weil bound
where g is the genus of the curve. We consider a birational map that preserves E/F q (t), with associated Weierstrass W/F q (t). From theorems 3 and 4 (and remark (i) following), the dynamics on W (t) is translation by (t). It follows that we have equidistribution: for each t, all orbits on W (t) are periodic, and their common period is ord (t), which must be a divisor of #W (t) (see equation (22)). Denoting the period on a particular level set by #O W (t) and by n = n(t) the number of orbits on that level set, we rewrite (36) for elliptic curves as
Now dividing throughout by n(q + 1 + 2 √ q), we obtain
The above inequalities tell us that if a translation on W (t) preserves an elliptic curve, then the normalized length of an orbit (divided by H W 1 (q) = q + 1 + 2 √ q) on such curve must lie in one of the allowed intervals ('windows') prescribed by (37). If we fix q, then for n large enough the windows will overlap. Indeed, the overlap condition
Because n#O W (t) ∼ q, we see that if the period of the orbit is sufficiently small (of order √ q), there are no restrictions on the value of the period.
As q → ∞, the windows (37) shrink to the points 1/n, that is, the normalized periods are quantized. Note that, from the Hasse-Weil bound (36), it follows that the windows for t values corresponding to invariant conics (genus g = 0) are also just [1/n, 1/n], with normalizing factor H W 0 (q) = q + 1.
We return now to the issue of reduction. Let L be a birational planar map which preserves an elliptic curve E/Q, and let O be an infinite rational orbit of L on E. If, upon reduction, the orbit is periodic, we can exploit the isomorphism between the reduced elliptic curve and its associated Weierstrass to obtain Corollary 1 furnishes a necessary condition for L to preserve an algebraic foliation, which can be regarded as a refinement of the Hasse-Weil bound test of [23, 21] .
The quantization of periods deriving from the bounds (37) for large q has an interesting probabilistic interpretation. Let L be as above, and let q = p k , p a prime. In what follows, the orbit O and the integer k are regarded as being fixed. For every value of q of good reduction as defined above, and for which the reduced orbit is periodic, we define the 'random variable' θ(q) := #O/q. Does θ(q) have an asymptotic density over the set of q of good reduction? From the above discussion we conclude that this density-if it exists-must be supported on the set of reciprocals of the natural integers. Now, from theorem 3 it follows that the case n = 1 in (37) will occur precisely when the group of the curve is cyclic, and the reduction q of is a generator. The existence of a density for the set of primes such that reduces to a generator is a classical problem in arithmetic geometry, concerning the so-called elliptic analogue of Artin's conjecture. Some partial results are known (with some conditions on the curve) due to the work of HeathBrown, Gupta, Ram-Murty, Serre, and others, but a general proof remains elusive (see [17] and references therein).
It is natural to extend such a conjecture to account for all values of n in (37) (letting q → ∞ first, that is). Numerical experiments suggest that such density exists for every n [21, 23] . So we put forward the following.
Conjecture. Let q = p k . As p → ∞, the random variable θ admits a limiting density, supported on the reciprocals of the natural integers.
The dependence of this density on the particular choice of the orbit O and on the degree k is an important issue for future investigations. Determining the orbit dependence is likely to be delicate, as it may require knowledge of the Mordell-Weil group of the curve. By contrast, studying the k-dependence seems easier: the growth of the number points on a curve over the field F p k is very regular, and determined by a zeta-function, whose form can be inferred from the data corresponding to k = 1 [28, 
There is a complementary approach to the same asymptotic problem. Let L be a birational planar map defined over Q, which preserves a foliation of elliptic curves. If q = p k and p is a prime of good reduction for L, let q be the set of periodic points of the reduction of L over F q , equipped with the uniform probability measure. We define the random variables θ q (z) = #O(z)/q where O(z) is the periodic orbit through z ∈ q . Thus the quantity θ q (z) records the normalized period through z, sampled over a foliation of distinct elliptic curves.
For computational purposes, it is convenient to introduce the cumulative distribution function
Thus I q (x) represents the probability that a periodic point chosen at random belongs to an orbit of period not exceeding qx. Because the corresponding density is supported on the 'windows' (37), the distribution function will be a step-function, with steps within such 
for the field F q with q = p = 1019. From the discussion above (37), this corresponds to the distribution of ord (t) over the t level sets. The latter distribution for p = 10 007 is also shown in figure 2 . If not all orbits are periodic, the experimental distribution (38) does not necessarily coincide with the corresponding distribution of ord (t) on Weierstrass curves, although the two distributions will have the same support. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that the random variable θ q (z) could also admit a limiting distribution as q → ∞ (with k fixed), although we have not investigated this issue in depth.
To illustrate the kind of phenomena that occur when all points-not just the periodic ones-are taken into account; consider the map L of (29) which preserves the family of curves (27) with corresponding Weierstrass equation (28), but now over F 11 -see table 3 (t 2 = 0, 2 and 9 in (28) (mod 11) give conics and are omitted). The column (t) is the translating point we expect according to equation (31) and its order is also given. The periods of the orbits on W (t) are also given under the induced translation (so '8,8' 
